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"Ornament is an expression of excessive force of form."1  

 

Robert Natus’ residential and commercial building on Pärnu Road (1936), a triangular corner 
house on one of the city’s arteries, uses dark brown clinker to articulate the façade in an 
expressionist manner. The construction method of the building’s facade allowed the architect 
to exaggerate the formal features of the whole by slightly modulating the orientation of the 
parts. The resulting geometric ornamentation articulates the building’s skin and amplifies its 
subdivision and rhythm – giving the otherwise monolithic volume a quasi-organic intricacy. 
The resulting architecture is expressive on the outside but not expressing what happens 
inside. Consequently, the articulation remains static and non-programmatic, while the 
inhabitation of the volume is dynamic and fluctuating. How would it be, if the envelope would 
express what goes on inside? 

Where the modular assembly, inherent to the brickwork of the building on Pärnu Road, is a 
statement early 20th century moods, contemporary architects are speculating on emerging 
material qualities and fabrication techniques that arise from automation. Robotic fabrication 
and digital design allow for large scale modular fabrication with unique and highly 
differentiated parts. In this context, the costs of customisation become irrelevant, while the 
resulting designs can nonetheless indulge in excessive resolution.2 This excessiveness 
nonetheless maintains similarity in its components in order not to become a collage.3 It is this 
high-resolution differentiation that generates a new form of elegance. Such new techniques 
allow for an understanding of architectural space as volumetric granularity, rather than as a 
composition of surfaces that envelope an object: the interior space. This departure - from a 
sequential assembly of extensive components towards an intensive ‘built environment’ – gives 
the opportunity to generate more human-scale articulation.  
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The term complexion, as defined by Tim Ingold, allows us to refer to the inner workings 
beneath a surface when analysing its expression4. In this sense complexion refers to the 
outward articulation of the processes of the inside. The resulting ornamentations act less like 
static masks (façade), in case of the building on Pärnu Road, but more like dynamic veils. Such 
envelopes-as-veils are interfaces between inside and outside. To withdraw this concept, from 
tectonics to thermodynamics, we will focus on human comfort as the main driver of outward 
expression (complexion) in response to the natural outdoor environment of Tallinn. This calls 
for design explorations, which discuss the inherent dialectics of dynamic versus static in 
architecture – a dialogue between programme and module, standardization and 
responsiveness, experience and performance. Based on the case study of Robert Natus’ 
building, new methods to distort form to create emotional effects are explored through a series 
of design projects. Complex effects are derived from the modularity of the assembly and 
thermochromic material qualities. The projects are modular devices that express the interior 
and generate a visual connection between inside and outside without transparency. 
Responsive coatings can turn any haptic surface into a meteorological interface. The 
user/inhabitant migrates through space and ‘harnesses intensive variability’5 indicated by 
such surface complexions. This open ecosphere, a physical, sensual and three-dimensional 
relationship6 will be compiled of an active user/inhabitant who is immersed in a continuous 
space; invisible factors of our environment are made visible, are embraced and expressed 
outward into the urban environment. 

Hence, the projects aim to broaden the scope of formal heterogeneity within an architecture 
of interactive and climatically responsive modulation. Natu’s building in Tallinn acts as a base 
for spatial speculations, thermochromic expression and dynamic modules. By this it is the 
starting point for design explorations that investigate expressive modulations.  
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